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If you dialed in and have any difficulties during the call, press *0 for assistance.

Viewing Quality
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Continuing Education Credits

In order for us to process your continuing education credit, you must confirm your 

participation in this webinar by completing and submitting the Attendance 
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that you will receive immediately following the program.
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hand column on your screen.  

• Click on the tab labeled “Handouts” that appears, and there you will see a 

PDF of the slides for today's program.  

• Double click on the PDF and a separate page will open.  

• Print the slides by clicking on the printer icon.
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GENERAL TAX PRINCIPLES 
APPLICABLE TO

FRINGE BENEFITS
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GENERAL TAX PRINCIPLES
FRINGE BENEFITS

IRC Section 61 -- [G]ross income means all income from 
whatever source derived, including (but not limited to) . . .  
[c]ompensation for services, including fees, commissions, 
fringe benefits, and similar items
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GENERAL TAX PRINCIPLES
FRINGE BENEFITS

What is a “Fringe Benefit”? A form of  pay for the performance 
of  services

• Term is not specifically defined anywhere in the IRC or the Treasury Regulations

• Code §132(a) explicitly excludes the following fringe benefits from gross income:

o no-additional-cost services;

o qualified employee discounts;

o working condition fringes;

o de minimis fringes;

o qualified transportation fringes;

o qualified moving expense reimbursements;

o qualified retirement planning services; and

o qualified military base realignment and closure fringes

• Code §132(j) adds exclusions for the use of  automobiles by full-time automobile salesmen and the 
use of  some on-premises athletic facilities
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GENERAL TAX PRINCIPLES
FRINGE BENEFITS

Other specific Code sections providing income exclusions:

• Code §105 (excludes qualifying amounts received under an employer’s accident or health plan) 

• Code §106 (excludes qualifying employer provided coverage under an accident or health plan, HSA, 
HRA, or Archer MSA)

• Code §125 (allows cafeteria plan participants to choose qualified nontaxable benefits instead of  cash 
without triggering immediate taxation due to constructive receipt)

• Code §117(d) (qualified tuition reductions)

• Code §119 (meals or lodging furnished for the convenience of  the employer)

• Code §120 (employer contributions toward, and the value of, services provided under a qualified 
group legal services plan)

• Code §127 (amounts paid or expenses incurred under an educational assistance program)

• Code §129 (dependent care assistance)

• Code §137 (adoption assistance)

• Code §139 (qualified disaster-relief  payments)
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GENERAL TAX PRINCIPLES
FRINGE BENEFITS

Performance of  services.   A person who performs services for you 
doesn’t have to be your employee. A person may perform services for 
you as an independent contractor, partner, or director. Also, for fringe 
benefit purposes, treat a person who agrees not to perform services 
(such as under a covenant not to compete) as performing services. 
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GENERAL TAX PRINCIPLES
FRINGE BENEFITS

Provider of  benefit.    You’re the provider of  a fringe benefit if  it is 
provided for services performed for you. 

• Example: Company provides goods and services to a day-care 
provider near its corporate headquarters.  In exchange for the 
goods and services, the day-care provider provides discounted day-
care services to Company’s employees.  

What are the tax implications to employees for the discounted daycare service?
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GENERAL TAX PRINCIPLES
FRINGE BENEFITS

Recipient of  benefit.   The person who performs services for you is 
considered the recipient of  a fringe benefit provided for those 
services. That person may be considered the recipient even if  the 
benefit is provided to someone who didn’t perform services for you. 
For example, your employee may be the recipient of  a fringe benefit 
you provide to a member of  the employee’s family.
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GENERAL TAX PRINCIPLES
FRINGE BENEFITS

Including taxable benefits in pay.    You must include in a recipient’s 
pay the amount by which the value of  a fringe benefit is more than the 
sum of  the following amounts. 

• Any amount the law excludes from pay.

• Any amount the recipient paid for the benefit. 
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GENERAL TAX PRINCIPLES
FRINGE BENEFITS

Including taxable benefits in pay.  The actual income tax treatment of  fringe 
benefits varies greatly

• Fringe benefits may be:

o fully taxable immediately (e.g., personal use of  company aircraft);

o fully taxable at a deferred date (e.g., lump-sum payment at employment 
termination of  accrued but unused paid time off);

o taxable, but eligible for a deduction that may partially or totally offset the 
income (e.g., entertainment expenses incurred prior to 2018);

o excludable from gross income entirely under a specific Code provision (e.g., 
qualified transportation fringe benefits); or

o excludable from gross income entirely under the accountable plan rules for 
expense reimbursement (e.g., employee travel expenses)

The actual tax treatment will depend on the specific Code provisions or tax 
regulations that provide the tax benefit
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GENERAL TAX PRINCIPLES
FRINGE BENEFITS

Including taxable benefits in pay. If  the recipient of  a taxable 
fringe benefit is your employee, the benefit is subject to 
employment taxes and must be reported on Form W-2. If  
the recipient of  a taxable fringe benefit isn't your employee, 
the benefit isn’t subject to employment taxes. However, you 
may have to report the benefit on one of  the following 
information returns:

• An independent contractor: Form 1099-MISC, 
Miscellaneous Income 

• A partner:  Schedule K-1 (Form 1065), Partner's Share of  
Income, Deductions, Credits, etc. 
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GENERAL TAX PRINCIPLES
FRINGE BENEFITS

Employment Taxes.  If  fringe benefits are excludable from gross 
income for income tax purposes, they are generally also excludable for 
employment tax purposes, but not always (e.g., adoption assistance 
benefits are subject to employment taxes regardless of  whether they 
are excludable for income tax purposes)

Employer Payment of  Employee’s Portion of  FICA Tax. 
Employers sometimes decide to pay an employee’s portion of  FICA 
tax without deducting the amount from the employee’s pay  

• Such a payment constitutes additional wages for income tax 
withholding, FICA and FUTA purposes, triggering additional taxes 
which, if  also paid by the employer, trigger additional taxes . . .
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TAX CUTS & JOBS ACT

• What stayed the same?
oAdoption assistance, tuition reimbursement, 

dependent care assistance

oAchievement awards (clarified)

• What Changed?

oQualified transportation plan

oMoving expense reimbursements

oEmployer-provided meals
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FRINGE BENEFIT COMPLIANCE

• Don’t forget that the IRS has some good resources 
out there:
o Publication 15-B (Employer’s Tax Guide to Fringe Benefits)

o Publication 5137 (Fringe Benefit Guide)

o Publication 463 (Travel, Gift, and Car Expenses)

o Publication 521 (Moving Expenses)

o Publication 525 (Taxable and Nontaxable Income)

o Publication 970 (Tax Benefits for Education)
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ADMINISTRATIVE 
CHALLENGES
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FRINGE BENEFIT ADMINISTRATION

• Document all fringe benefit programs and implement 
procedures to ensure that all taxable fringe benefits are 
properly accounted for with respect to tax withholding and 
reporting (i.e., create and maintain checklists as to how the 
taxes will be reported and paid)

o Beware broad administrative rules (e.g., employee gifts <$50 are 
“de minimis”; all company employees get same discount)

o Satisfy plan document and nondiscrimination requirements (e.g., 
qualified employee discount programs have nondiscrimination 
requirements; qualified adoption assistance programs & 
educational assistance programs have nondiscrimination & plan 
document requirements)

• Communicate with employees regarding the tax 
implications and requirements related to any fringe benefits
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RECORD RETENTION REQUIREMENTS

• Records relating to an employment tax must be retained for at 
least 4 years after the later of  the due date of  the tax or the date 
the tax is actually paid
o Many employers use a 5 year rule of  thumb

• Fringe benefits that are subject to ERISA (e.g., group term life 
insurance) must comply with the record retention requirements 
of  ERISA §107
o Records must be kept for at least 6 years after the due date for the 

plan's ERISA-required Form 5500 for that plan year 
o Because the Form 5500 is often filed as late as 9-1/2 months after the 

end of  the plan year, many employers use an 8 year rule of  thumb

• For a variety of  reasons, many documents should be retained 
permanently 
o For example, plan documents, plan amendments, records showing the 

adoption of  a plan and its amendments, SPDs/SMMs, and claims 
procedures
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SUBSTANTIATION REQUIREMENTS

• The documents employers should collect depend on the kind of  
benefit being substantiated
o Adoption Assistance, Education Assistance, Working Condition Fringe 

Benefits, etc.

• Expenses generally must be substantiated with sufficient 
information to enable the employer to know the specific nature of  
the expense
o For example, §274(d) requires that business travel away from home be 

substantiated by submitting sufficient information regarding the amount, 
time, place, and business purpose of  the expense

• Substantiation must be provided within a reasonable period of  
time after the expense is paid or incurred by the employee
o A “reasonable time” for purposes of  the substantiation requirement will 

depend on the facts and circumstances, but substantiation will be 
deemed timely if  it is given within 60 days after the expense is paid or 
incurred
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▪When looking at the taxation of fringe benefits, we are 
concerned about several issues:

–Income taxation to the employee

–Income tax withholding

–FICA (Social Security and Medicare) taxes on both employer 
and employee

–Form W-2 reporting

–Excise taxes if Code section 409A is violated

–Excise taxes on excess compensation or excess parachute 
payments

General Considerations
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▪ In the absence of a specific exemption, an employee is subject to the 
following on the value of all fringe benefits:

– Income taxation.

– Income tax withholding.

– FICA (Social Security and Medicare) taxation of both employer and 
employee.

▪ With limited exceptions, an employer can deduct the cost of a fringe benefit 
provided to an employee, regardless of whether the benefit is taxable to the 
employee.

▪ Examples:

– If an employer buys a car for an employee, the employee is taxed on the 
value of the car, and the employer can deduct the cost of the car.

– If the employer supplies an employee with housing, the employee is 
taxed on the fair rental value of the housing, and the employer can 
deduct the expenses associated with the housing. 

Income and FICA Taxes, and Income Tax 
Withholding: General Rule
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▪Exceptions fall into three categories:

–Exclusions to properly reflect income.

–Exclusions to foster public policy goals.

–Exclusions due to difficulty in measuring value.

▪In some instances, an employee can be permitted to pay 
for an excludable benefit out of wages on a pre-tax basis.

Income and FICA Taxes, and Income Tax 
Withholding: Exceptions to the General 
Rule
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▪Dependent care (Code section 129)

▪Working condition fringe benefits (Code section 132(a)(3))

▪Qualified transportation fringe benefits (Code section 132(a)(5))

▪Qualified moving expense reimbursement (Code section 
132(a)(6); suspended except for military personnel for 2018 
through 2025)

▪Qualified retirement planning services (Code section 132(a)(7))

▪Qualified military base realignment and closure fringe (Code 
section 132(a)(8))

▪Meals provided for the convenience of the employer (Code 
section 119)

Exclusions to Properly Reflect Income
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▪ These benefits primarily relate to expenses that have mixed business and 
personal purposes. 

– For example, is a dependent care expense necessary because the parents 
need to work, or because the parents chose to have children?  

– Is a parking expense necessary because the employee has to park to get 
to work, or because the employee chose to live far enough from work 
that driving was necessary?

▪ For this reason, the expenses typically receive tax benefits only in the 
context of an employer plan. And they are generally subject to overall dollar 
limits.

– For example, the employee cannot take a tax deduction for parking 
expenses if the employer does not have a plan that covers parking.  And 
there is an overall limit of $265 a month on parking expenses that can 
be excluded from income. 

Tax Tip

Exclusions to Properly Reflect Income 
(cont.)
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▪ Exclusion is limited to $2,500 a year ($5,000 for married couples filing 
jointly or single parents filing as head of household).

▪ Cost must be for a tax dependent, or a child of the employee.

▪ If for an adult, the adult must be incapable of taking care of themselves.

▪ The payments may not be to certain related individuals.

▪ Dependent care centers must meet federal and state requirements.

▪ The employee who receives dependent care assistance cannot also take the 
credit for dependent care expenses.

▪ The plan may not discriminate in favor of certain highly compensated 
employees, or provide more than 25% of the benefit to principal 
shareholders or owners.

Dependent Care
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▪Employees should be 
advised that the limits 
apply to the aggregate of 
the employee’s and the 
spouse’s dependent care 
programs.

–For example, if the 
employee and spouse 
each put aside 
$5,000, the overall 
limit will be 
exceeded.

Tax Tip

Dependent Care (cont.)
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▪No limit on exclusion.

▪Amounts provided to an 
employee to the extent that, if 
the employee paid for such 
property or services, such 
payment would be allowable 
as an employee business 
expense deduction under 
Code section 162 or 167.  

▪However, the 2% floor on 
employee business expenses 
does not apply.

Working Condition Fringe Benefits
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▪Only actual expenses, not estimated expenses, can be 
reimbursed.  

–For example, suppose that an employer wants to cover 
employees’ uniforms. If it provides the uniforms, or requires 
that employees provide proof of expenses incurred for 
uniforms, the amount will be tax-free. If it provides a 
uniform allowance payable in the absence of proof, that 
allowance will be taxable.

▪If the employer provides advance payments, the employee must 
have the obligation to verify the expenses, and return any 
excess amounts, after the fact.

Tax Tip

Working Condition Fringe Benefits 
(cont.)
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▪Exclusion is limited to $265 a 
month. 

▪Covers parking expenses or 
expenses of public 
transportation. 

• Bicycle transportation is 
no longer covered.

▪Verification of expense is 
required.

Qualified Transportation Fringe 
Benefits



▪Employees should be cautioned 
that Metro cards and the like can 
only be used for commuting, not 
sold to third parties.

▪In the case of certain nonprofit 
employers, the benefit will not be 
taxable to the employee, but the 
employer will incur an excise tax 
to the extent it provides the 
benefit.

Tax Tip

Qualified Transportation Fringe 
Benefits (cont.)
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▪ Exemption is very limited.  

– For example, free meals provided on site 
in order to encourage employees to take a 
shorter lunch hour are not covered.

▪ Exemption is most common for on-call 
employees, e.g., doctors who cannot leave a 
hospital to take lunch because they are on 
call.

▪ The employer’s deduction for meals is 
limited, even if the meals are excludible from 
the employee’s income.

▪ When this exemption is not available, an 
employer can still subsidize meals under the 
rules applicable to qualified employee 
discounts (described on the next slide) by 
providing a cafeteria in which the employees 
pay only for the cost of the food, not the 
maintenance of the facility.

Meals Provided for the Convenience 
of the Employer
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▪Types:

– Retirement plans (beyond the scope of this webinar)

– Health plans (Code sections 105 and 106)

– Disability plans (Code section 105)

– Group term life insurance (Code section 79)

– Educational assistance (Code section 127)

– Adoption assistance (Code section 137)

– Achievement awards (Code section 74)

▪Example:

– In the absence of tax benefits, employers might be inclined simply 
to pay higher wages rather than providing health benefits.

– However, recognizing that a healthy citizenry is important to the 
country as a whole, the Code provides that health benefits that 
meet certain criteria will receive favorable tax treatment.  

Exclusions to Foster Public Policy 
Goals
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▪Health insurance (or comparable self-funded 
plans).

▪Flexible spending accounts for health benefits.

▪Health savings accounts.

▪Health reimbursement accounts.

▪Exclusion covers both amounts paid (e.g., for 
premiums) and benefits received (e.g., doctors’ 
bills).

Health Plans



▪No dollar limit on exclusion.

▪Can provide benefits for employee, spouse, dependents, 
and children through age 26.

▪Self-funded plan cannot discriminate in favor of highly 
compensated employees.

▪Provides benefits during period of coverage, which 
includes COBRA coverage under certain circumstances, 
but not benefits extending out to years beyond when 
premiums are paid.

Health Insurance or Self Funded 
Plan
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▪Exclusion is limited to $2,650 per year.

▪Use it or lose it rule generally means you must use the 
benefits for medical expenses in the current plan year.  

▪Exceptions:

–Plan can provide a "grace period" of up to 2½ extra 
months after the end of the year.

–Plan can allow you to carry over up to $500 per year 
to use in the following year.

Health Flexible Spending Accounts
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▪For an employee with a 
health savings account (see 
next section), the money 
can only be spent on 
noncore (vision and dental) 
expenses.

Tax Tip

Health Flexible Spending Accounts 
(cont.)
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▪ Exclusion is limited to:

– Generally, $3,500 per year if you have single coverage or $7,000 for 
family coverage.

– Extra $1,000 for someone 55 or older.

– Combined limit applies if employee has an HSA that is not an employer 
plan.

▪ Available only to an employee with a high deductible health plan.

– Deductible of at least $1,350 for single coverage or $2,700 for family 
coverage.

▪ During employment, can be used for medical copays, deductibles, and 
amounts not covered by insurance.

▪ Amounts not used for copays or deductibles can be carried over to future 
years including into retirement, when they can be used for premiums as well 
as unreimbursed expenses.

▪ If not used for medical expenses, can be paid in cash to the employee or a 
death beneficiary, but the amounts will be taxable.

Health Savings Accounts
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▪Employees covered by Medicare are not eligible for 
contributions, although they can still spend down amounts 
previously contributed.  

▪Contributions should be discontinued six months before 
Medicare starts.

▪Only Medicare coverage, not Medicare eligibility, is an issue.  

▪Medicare coverage begins on the earlier of receipt of Social 
Security benefits or application by an employee who is at least 
65.  

▪Thus, an employee who is under age 70 and still covered by an 
employer’s high deductible health plan may wish to defer 
applying for Medicare, even though Medicare Part A is free.

Tax Tip

Health Savings Accounts (cont.)
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▪Exclusion is limited to contributions of $5,150 per year 
for self-only employees and $10,450 for employees with a 
family. 

▪Amounts must be paid by the employer, rather than taken 
out of the employee’s paycheck.

▪Amounts can be carried over from year to year.

▪Amounts can be used:

–During the employee’s life, for medical care of the 
employee, spouse, or dependent.

–After the employee’s death, for medical care of the 
employee’s spouse or dependent.

Health Reimbursement Accounts
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▪Amounts can never be used 
for nonmedical expenses, or 
for beneficiaries other than a 
spouse or dependent.  

▪Thus, the amount must be 
forfeited if the employee dies 
without having used the 
amount, and has no spouse 
or dependents.

Tax Tip

Health Reimbursement Accounts (cont.)
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▪No dollar limit on exclusion.

▪Benefits are only for 
employee, not spouse or 
dependents.

▪ If premiums are not included 
in the employee’s income, 
any benefits will be taxable.  
Conversely, having the 
premiums paid on an after-
tax basis will avoid taxation 
on any benefits paid.

▪Having disability premiums 
paid with after-tax money 
obviously increases taxes 
immediately. 

▪However, it effectively 
increases the disability 
protection the employee 
receives, as any disability 
benefits will not be subject to 
tax.

Tax Tip

Disability Benefits
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▪Exclusion for contributions 
limited to $50,000 in 
coverage.

▪Death benefits from life 
insurance are excluded 
from income, regardless of 
the amount (although 
interest due to delayed 
payment is taxable).

▪Most employers that 
provide group term life 
insurance do not limit the 
coverage to $50,000.  

▪Providing life insurance of 
more than that amount is 
permissible, and still 
provides the tax benefit of 
having the death benefits 
excluded from income.  

▪However, the cost of the 
excess life insurance must 
be included in the 
employee’s Form W-2, and 
will be taxable.

Tax Tips

Group Term Life Insurance
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▪Exclusion is limited to 
$5,250 a year.

▪Must be paid by the 
employer, without reduction 
in the employee’s pay.

▪Can provide any form of 
instruction or training that 
improves or develops the 
capabilities of an individual, 
other than for sports, games, 
or hobbies.

▪Benefits must be only for the 
employee, not spouses or 
dependents.

▪Amounts in excess of $5,250 
for job-related education 
cannot be excluded as 
educational assistance, but 
may in some instances be 
excluded as a working 
condition fringe.

Tax Tip

Educational Assistance
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▪Exclusion is limited to:

– $10,000 for a special needs child.

– The lesser of actual expenses or $10,000 for any other child.

▪The exclusion is phased out for adjusted gross income of over 
$150,000.

▪As with dependent care expenses, an employee must choose between an 
excludible benefit and a tax credit.

▪Underlying policy:

– In the case of the birth of a child, a health plan can cover the cost.  

– Adoption assistance plans are intended to provide at least some 
comparable benefits in the case of an adopted child.

Adoption Assistance
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▪Limited to $1,600 a year

▪Defined as an item of tangible personal property which is:

–transferred by an employer to an employee for length 
of service achievement or safety achievement,

–awarded as part of a meaningful presentation, and

–awarded under conditions and circumstances that do 
not create a significant likelihood of the payment of 
disguised compensation.

Achievement awards
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▪Types:

–No-additional-cost service (Code section 132(a)(1)).

–Qualified employee discount (Code section 132(a)(2)).

–De minimis fringe (Code section 132(a)(4)).

–On-premises athletic facility (Code section 132(j)(4)).

▪In some instances, an employer provides a benefit to employees 
generally, but it is difficult or impossible to allocate the cost 
among individual employees.  

▪In others, the amount at issue is small enough that it is not 
worth the administrative cost of including it in Form W-2 
income. 

Exclusions Due to Difficulty in Measuring 
Income
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▪A “no-additional-cost service” is any service provided by an employer to 
an employee for the employee's personal use if:

– The service is offered for sale by the employer to its customers in 
the ordinary course of the line of business of the employer in which 
the employee performs substantial services, and

– The employer incurs no substantial additional cost in providing the 
service to the employee including foregone revenue and excluding 
any amount paid by or on behalf of the employee for the service.

▪An example would be an airline that allows its employees to travel 
standby for free.

▪ If the service is provided to a highly compensated employee, it qualifies 
for the exclusion only if it is also provided on the same terms to other 
employees.

No-Additional-Cost Service
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▪If the provision of a service does 
not qualify as a no-additional-
cost service, a discount of up to 
20% of the value may still fall 
under the rules for a qualified 
employee discount.  (See next 
slide.)

Tax Tip

No-Additional-Cost Service (cont.)
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▪A qualified employee discount is any discount on 
qualified property or services provided by the employer. 

▪Qualified property or services is any property or services 
offered for sale to customers in the ordinary course of the 
line of business in which the employee performs 
substantial services.

▪For property, the discount cannot result in the employee 
paying less than the cost to the employer.

▪For services, the discount cannot be more than 20%.

Qualified Employee Discount
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▪A de minimis fringe benefit is any property or service that an 
employer provides to employees that has such a small value that 
accounting for it would be unreasonable.

– An example would be snacks provided in an employee break 
room.

▪Frequency is taken into consideration in determining whether a 
benefit is de minimis.

▪Cash and cash equivalent fringe benefits (for example, a gift card), 
no matter how small the amount, cannot qualify as a de 
minimis benefit.

▪While snacks are not taxable to employees, meals are taxable unless 
they meet the standards for meals provided for the convenience of 
the employer or no-additional-cost services.  

▪The dividing line between “snacks” and “meals” is not well 
developed.

De Minimis Fringe
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▪ This covers a gym or similar 
facility on the employer’s 
business premises.

▪ Memberships in off-premises 
athletic facilities are not covered.

▪ To the extent that an employer is 
in the business of running 
athletic facilities, such a facility 
may be excluded as a no-
additional-cost fringe benefit 
even if it does not qualify as an 
on-premises athletic facility.

On-Premises Athletic Facility
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▪ Costs of benefits is payable by the 
employee, not the employer.

▪ Effect is to reduce the employee’s 
income, and wages for income tax 
withholding and FICA purposes, by the 
amount paid for fringe benefits. 

▪ This is in some ways comparable to a 
tax deduction, except that the payment 
simply reduces the amount shown on 
the employee’s Form W-2, instead of 
being deducted on the employee’s tax 
return.

▪ Mechanism is a fiction that the 
employee’s salary is reduced, and that 
the employer pays the cost of the 
benefits.  

▪ Example: Employee has a salary of 
$50,000, and wants to contribute 
$5,000 for dependent care.  Under the 
cafeteria plan, the tax law treats the 
employee as having wages of $45,000, 
and treats the dependent care as 
having been provided by the employer 
on a tax-free basis.

▪ Special requirements such as a 
requirement that a plan not 
discriminate in favor of highly 
compensated employees apply to 
benefits funded through cafeteria 
plans.

▪ Only certain benefits (primarily health 
insurance, health FSAs, life insurance, 
disability benefits, dependent care 
benefits, and transportation fringe 
benefits) can be provided through a 
cafeteria plan.  

– For example, a health 
reimbursement account cannot be 
provided under a cafeteria plan.

Cafeteria Plans (Code section 125)
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▪Section 409A governs plans that provide for the deferral 
of compensation.  

▪While we normally think of this in the context of 
retirement-type plans, it can affect certain fringe benefit 
plans:

–Vacation and sick pay plans

–Disability plans

–Severance plans

Section 409A Issues
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▪ Section 409A provides special rules for deferred compensation:

– Timing of deferrals or designation of time and form of payment.

– Acceleration and further deferral of benefits.

– Events which can give rise to distributions.

▪ Consequences of 409A failures:

– Immediate income inclusion: all compensation previously deferred 
is included in the employee’s gross income to the extent that the 
amounts are vested;

– 20% Penalty (in addition to regular income taxes) on the amount 
required to be included in income; and

– Interest: the employee must pay interest (at 1% above the normal 
underpayment penalty rate) based on the underpayment that would 
have occurred had the deferred compensation been includible in income 
in the year first deferred (or, if later, the first taxable year the deferred 
amounts were vested).

Effects of Section 409A
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▪A bona fide sick leave or 
vacation leave plan is not 
considered deferred 
compensation if the plan’s 
primary purpose is providing an 
employee with paid time off 
from work because of sickness, 
vacation, or for other personal 
reasons.

Section 409A: Vacation and Sick Pay 
Plans
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▪ Whether a plan’s primary purpose is to provide for sick leave or vacation leave is 
based on the facts and circumstances. Factors to consider include:

– Whether the leave could reasonably be expected to be used by the employee in 
the normal course; 

– The employee’s ability to exchange accrued unused leave for cash or other 
benefits (including nontaxable benefits or the use of leave to postpone 
termination of employment); 

– Any restraints on the ability to accumulate unused leave and carry it forward to 
subsequent years where the accrued leave may be exchanged for cash or other 
benefits; 

– The amount and frequency of any in-service distributions of cash or other 
benefits offered in exchange for accrued, unused leave; 

– Whether accrued unused leave is paid promptly upon severance from 
employment or over a period after severance from employment; and 

– Whether the plan or any plan features are available only to a limited number of 
employees.

Section 409A: Vacation and Sick Pay 
Plans (cont.)
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▪A plan that pays benefits only in the event of an employee’s 
disability is not considered a deferred compensation plan.

▪An employee is considered disabled only if the employee:

– Is unable to engage in any substantial gainful activity by reason 
of any medically determinable physical or mental impairment 
that can be expected to result in death or last for a continuous 
period of not less than 12 months;

– Is, by reason of any medically determinable physical or mental 
impairment that can be expected to result in death or last for a 
continuous period of not less than 12 months, receiving income 
replacement benefits for at least three months under an 
accident and health plan covering employees of the employer; 
or

– Is determined to be totally disabled by the Social Security 
Administration or Railroad Retirement Board.

Section 409A: Disability Plans
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▪A severance plan is not considered deferred compensation plan 
if: 

–The amount is payable only in the event of an involuntary 
severance (not retirement or other voluntary termination).

–The amount paid does not exceed the lesser of twice the 
annual salary of the affected employee or the compensation 
limit under retirement plans ($280,000 for 2019); and, 

–The severance payments will not extend beyond two years 
from the date of termination.

–Severance plans for executives frequently exceed the 
maximum dollar limits or extend beyond two years.  In this 
case, the rules of Code section 409A must be followed.

Section 409A: Severance Plans
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▪These taxes are in general beyond the scope of this 
presentation.  

▪To the extent that certain top employees may be subject 
to these taxes, fringe benefits that are includible in 
income may be part of the remuneration counted for 
purposes of the excise tax on excess compensation.

▪Large severance payments may trigger the excise tax on 
excess parachute payments.

Excise Tax on Excess Compensation

or Excess Parachute Payments
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Penalties For Non-Compliance

• EMPLOYER LIABILITY – The 3 “Fails”

1) Failing to properly report employee’s taxable income.

2) Failing to withhold and remit taxes on behalf of employees.

3) Failing to remit federal/state contributions for FICA, FUTA, FITW, SITW.

4) Logistical Hurdles:

• How far back in time to correct?

• What sort of notification to employees?

• How to deal with former employees, retirees?

• Cost of administrative, accounting, legal costs to correct?

• Required to amend plans, booklets, policies?

• Impact on retirement plan definition of “compensation”?
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Penalties For Non-Compliance

• EMPLOYEE LIABILITY

1) Failure to properly report as income.

2) IRS usually focuses on employer re collection.

3) If IRS focuses on employee:

• Issue re cost of amending employee’s tax return(s).

• Issue re labor/employer/employee relationships.

• Issue re how far back to correct?

• Claim of ERISA fiduciary breach? Litigation?
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Penalties For Non-Compliance

• TAX FRAUD?

1) Employee benefits account for close to 32% of employers cost to compensate employees.

2) Employers tend to focus on retirement, health and significant fringe benefits (meals, executive 
airplane use, club memberships etc.) and ignore other perks as a nuisance to value, withhold, 
remit and report. 

3) Employers sometimes believe that certain fringe benefits are undiscoverable by regulatory 
authorities or a waste of the regulators time to focus on re compliance.

4) But 37% of IRS collections come from employment taxes (2016). 

5) Could be considered a form of deferred compensation? (IRC 409A)

6) Significant civil and criminal penalties may be imposed including on responsible officers personally.
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Penalties For Non-Compliance

• REGULATOR’S FOCUS

1) Fringe benefits - stated priority of IRS in employment audits. 

2) Remember, 37% of IRS collections from employment taxes. 

3) Once investigation commences, other non-compliance issues might come to light:

• Retirement Plans

• Health Plans

• Welfare Plans

• Executive Compensation/409A

• Other Business Expenses
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Examples

FAILURE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

Failure: Withhold/pay employment 
taxes

Penalty: 100% of unpaid tax on 
responsible officers (s. 6672)

Penalty: Criminal penalty of up to 
$10,000 or 5 years prison or both (s. 
7202)

Penalty: Tax evasion criminal 
penalty of $100,000 per individual, 
$500,000 for corp, or up to 5 years 
prison (or both) plus costs of 
prosecution (s. 7201)

Failure: Providing Correct Information 
on W-2

Penalty: $250 max per incorrect
return 
(s. 6721)
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Examples

FAILURE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

Failure: To pay amount due under 
return 

Penalty: 0.5% per month up to 
25% of tax due (s. 6651)

Failure: Inaccuracy due to 
negligence or disregard to rules or 
regulations

Penalty: 20% of any portion of 
underpayment tied to 
negligence or disregard for rules 
or regulations (s. 6662)

Failure: To Deposit employment 
taxes (monthly or semi-weekly)

Penalty: Up to 15% of 
underpayment 
(s. 6656)
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Best Practices to Avoid Non-Compliance

• Step 1 – Know Your Fringe Benefit Offerings

• Executives

• Employees

• Independent contractors

• Collective Bargaining

• Variance per office, plant, location

• Any time limitations

• Value – who is determining and how often

• Outside vendors

• Where documented (plans, handbooks, communications, payroll)
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Best Practices to Avoid Non-Compliance

• Step 2 – Determine What is De Minimis Benefit (excludable)

• TEST 

• Facts and circumstances test.

• VALUE

• So little value that accounting would be unreasonable or administratively impractical.

• Misconception that anything under $25 is de minimis. 

• IRS has ruled in one case that items with value over $100 were not de minimis.

• FREQUENCY

• Take into account how often it is provided - low cost but frequent use?

• Should be occasional and unusual in frequency.

• COMPENSATION?

• Must not be a form of disguised compensation.
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Best Practices to Avoid Non-Compliance

• EXAMPLES OF EXCLUDED FRINGE BENEFITS:

• Controlled, occasional employee use of photocopier

• Occasional snacks, coffee, doughnuts, etc.

• Occasional tickets for entertainment events

• Holiday gifts

• Occasional meal money or transportation expense for working overtime

• Group-term life insurance for employee spouse/dependent not more than $2,000

• Flowers, fruit, books, etc., provided under special circumstances

• Personal use of cell phone provided by employer primarily for business purposes

• Accident and health benefits

• Dependent care assistance
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Best Practices to Avoid Non-Compliance

• EXAMPLES OF EXCLUDED FRINGE BENEFITS:

• Education and adoption assistance

• Employee discounts

• Achievement awards (tangible personal property only)

• Athletic facilities on site

• Health Saving Accounts (HSAs)

• Retirement planning services

• Tuition reduction

• Qualified lodging on employers business

• Employee stock options
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Best Practices to Avoid Non-Compliance

• EXAMPLES OF FRINGE BENEFITS TO INCLUDE:

• Seasons tickets (sporting/theatre)

• Use of employer’s home, boat, apt, vacation home

• Country/athletic club

• Cash

• Moving expense reimbursement 

• Gift cards, certificates (unless non-convertible to cash and di minimis (e.g., for turkey)

UNSURE?

• Reasonable Belief – Document reasons for reasonable belief that fringe benefit was 
properly excluded.
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Best Practices to Avoid Non-Compliance

• Step 3 – Review Documentation 

(1) Ensure benefits comply with written material, and

(2) There is consistency amongst written material/procedures re description of benefit.

• Employee handbook 

• Governing plan document (if any)

• Summary Plan Description (if any) 

• Employee communications

• Employer website

• Vendor website

• Accounting and payroll re identifying, coding, withholding, reporting

• Prepare annual checklist and external review re identification, compliance and fiduciary 
duties
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Best Practices to Avoid Non-Compliance

• Step 4 – Perform Annual Review

• Be prepared for IRS or DOL audit.

• Perform audit with outside advisors to ensure proper identification of fringe benefits and 
compliance with benefit documentation.

• Who to involve:

• Payroll

• Accounting

• Legal

• Create annual checklist and keep updated.

• Review latest IRS publications. Start with Publication 15-B (2019) “Employer’s Tax Guide to 
Fringe Benefits”. Note that some other IRS publications relating to fringe benefits have not 
been updated.

• Provide training.
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Fiduciary Liability For Breaches

• Are Fringe Benefits Subject to ERISA?

• ERISA governs employer-sponsored retirement, health and welfare plans (other than church and gov’t).

• Certain fringe benefits may be “welfare plans” covered by ERISA or components of health/retirement.

• Four conditions to be considered an ERISA plan:

• Must be plan, fund or program (ongoing administrative scheme)

• Must be established or maintained by an employer

• Must be for purpose of providing certain types of enumerated benefits

• Must be for participants/beneficiaries 

• Certain welfare plans exempted:

• Safe harbor exemption for certain payroll practices

• Safe  harbor exemption for “voluntary plans”
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Fiduciary Liability For Breaches

• Are Fringe Benefits Subject to ERISA?

• General rule – if de minimis test met, likely not subject to ERISA

• ERISA does not apply to following:

• Adoption assistance plans

• Section 125 Cafeteria premium-only plans (certain components may be subject)

• Commuting benefits

• Dependent care assistance programs

• HSAs (if employer’s involvement is limited and employee voluntary participates)

• Pet insurance

• Financial/retirement Planning
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Fiduciary Liability For Breaches

• Are Fringe Benefits Subject to ERISA?

• ERISA does not apply to following (con’t):

• Health club membership (without medical care)

• Tickets for sports/theatre

• Professional development

• Liability insurance plans

• Unfunded scholarship programs

• Tuition reimbursement

• Unemployment compensation (provided to comply with state law)

• Workers’ compensation (provided to comply with state law)
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Fiduciary Liability For Breaches

• Fiduciary Breach Liability

• What’s the big deal if fringe benefit plan is subject to ERISA?

• ERISA reporting obligations & filings

• ERISA disclosure obligations to plan participants

• ERISA fiduciary duties of plan sponsor and others

• ERISA fiduciary liability exposure

• ERISA claims and appeal rules must be established 
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Fiduciary Liability For Breaches

• Fiduciary Breach Liability

• Who is ERISA Fiduciary? 

• Functional/de facto test (regardless of title)

• Employer as plan sponsor (e.g., Board of Directors)

• Named plan administrator

• Third party administrator (TPA)

• Others who exercise discretionary authority or control over management of plans or assets 
(e.g., Committee members, officers, employees)
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Fiduciary Liability For Breaches

• Fiduciary Breach Liability

• Primary duty under ERISA is to act in best interests of plan participants. 

• Duties of undivided loyalty, prudence. 

• Fiduciaries are personally liable for breaches (e.g., members of Board of Directors, officers, those 
with discretionary control over plan administration/assets). 

• Restore losses, disgorge profits, fines, criminal penalties.

• D&O insurance? (different than ERISA bond)

• Often have ERISA carve-outs 

• Coverage is too low

• Specific conditions must be first met (e.g., annual fiduciary training, certain number of 
committee meetings per year, requirements re minutes etc.)

• ERISA prohibits benefit plans from indemnifying fiduciaries.
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Fiduciary Liability For Breaches

• What to do?

• Review your fringe benefit plans and programs to determine which, if any, are subject to ERISA.

• If subject to ERISA, ensure plan documents, governance structure, disclosure, reporting are 
compliant with applicable law.

• If non-compliant, consider various IRS and DOL correction programs.

• Identify ERISA fiduciaries and ensure they have proper training. 

• Ensure fiduciaries properly record their activities including the duty to monitor.

• Review D&O coverage to ensure no ERISA fiduciary carve-out or low coverage limits.
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